CHIST-ERA Workshop on Open Science in Transnational Research

Practical Information
Location
SNSF
Wildhainweg 3
3012 Bern
Switzerland

Date
Friday 6 March 2020

Web
http://www.chistera.eu/chist-era-workshop-open-science-transnational-research

Purpose and concept
The CHIST-ERA Workshop on Open Science in Transnational Research brings together experts in Open
Science, researchers involved in the ongoing CHIST-ERA projects as well as representatives of the
research funding organisations. The aim of the workshop is to address the challenges concerning Open
Science faced by researchers working transnationally and, correspondingly, elaborate an Open Science
policy for European multilateral programmes of research funders like CHIST-ERA. In this context, the
main objectives are:




Discuss common practices in transnational research and challenges faced by researchers;
Elaborate minimum standards for Open Science based on the current landscape;
Determine the needs in terms of tools, platforms and funding instruments for the
implementation of transnational policy.

The output of the workshop will be a proposal of an Transnational Open Science Policy (TOSP) to be
implemented in the future CHIST-ERA calls.

Contact information of the organisers
Dr. Ahmad Zein Assi
Scientific officer

Rachel Rosa
Administration/organisation

+41 31 308 21 83 - chistera@snf.ch

+41 31 308 23 26 - div2@snf.ch
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Format of the workshop
The core programme of the workshop is divided into two parts covering the three objectives of the
workshop (see the programme on the previous page).



Morning plenary session with presentation of experts in Open Science
Parallel Sessions with topic-specific discussions and preparation of a plenary presentation
 Session I: Open Access – policy, platforms, support
 Session II: Open Research Data – policy, platforms, support, reproducibility
 Session III: Policy drafting/negotiation and Data Management Plan for CHIST-ERA

Practicalities
Instructions for the parallel sessions
The content of the presentation of each parallel session (about 15 min), to be prepared in advance,
may include
- State-of-the-art (current practices, examples)
- Key challenges and obstacles
- Recommendations for CHIST-ERA
- Potential impact

Location of the workshop, networking dinner, accommodation
Workshop venue
The seminar takes place in Bern, Switzerland, at the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF), see
MAPs 1 and 2 below with the locations of the workshop rooms. The meeting is organised by the SNSF,
a CHIST-ERA partner.
Bern is the capital of Switzerland. The population of the city is roughly 140 000 and Bern is the fourth
most populous city in Switzerland. The center of the city is surrounded by the river Aare and its historic
old town became a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1983.

How to reach Bern and the workshop at the SNSF


By plane to Switzerland and by train to Bern:
All three major Swiss airports (Zurich, Geneva or EuroAirport) are within 1 h 15 to 2 h by train
from Bern. The train timetable for national trains within Switzerland can be found here.
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Within the city of Bern:
Leave the train station in Bern via the "Welle" pedestrian overpass above platforms 1–13 (see
MAP 1 below). As soon as you have negotiated the two flights of stairs, turn left and follow the
large train tracks of the train station along Stadtbachstrasse. After about 300 m, Wildhainweg
branches off to the right. Walking time: 5 minutes. See MAP 3 for further information on local
public transportation.



By car:
Leave the A1 Zurich–Lausanne–Geneva motorway at the Bern Forsthaus exit and continue on
straight until you reach the Insel Spital parking on your left. Immediately after, turn left, cross
the red bridge and turn right into Stadtbachstrasse. After about 300 m, Wildhainweg branches
off up a steep street to your left. A very limited number of parking spaces is available.

Networking dinner
A networking dinner will take place at the restaurant Veranda on the evening of Thursday 5 March
from 19 h 00 till 22 h 30. See MAP 4 below for the itinerary from the SNSF to Veranda restaurant.

Accommodation:
CHIST-ERA meeting attendees are invited to book their accommodation on their own. Several hotels
are located nearby or easily reachable with the public transports (see MAP 3 below). We suggest some
options:










Hotel Ibis budget Bern Expo
Hotel Ibis Bern Expo
Hotel Novotel Bern Expo
City hotel Metropole Bern
Hotel City am Bahnhof
Holiday Inn Bern – Westside
Hotel Bern
Hotel Arabelle
Hotel Ador

For further information, you may also contact the Bern tourist office.
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MAP 1: Bern – Train station and City Center

SNSF: Rooms 66, 67 and 68
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MAP 2: SNSF Buildings

66 / 67 / 68

Workshop meeting rooms:

66 / 67 / 68
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Address: Wildhainweg 21B

MAP 3: Bern – Public transportation

Please click on the map or here to download it. For further information on local public transportation,
visit bernmobil.

MAP 4: Itinerary SNSF – Veranda restaurant
The Veranda restaurant is located close to the SNSF, Schanzeneckstrasse 25, 3012 Bern. It is within a
3-minute walk from the SNSF, see the map below.
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MAP 5: Attraction in the city of Bern

5
3
4
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① House of Parliament
+ Square (Bundeshaus)

⑤ Town Hall (Rathaus)

② Terrasse

③ Clock Tower (Zytglogge)

⑥ BearPark
(Bärengraben)

④ Cathedral of Bern (Münster)
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